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off at 4.0 p.m. local time, and sent a long message
asking for a new engine for Cox.
Point $ miles west of L.G. J to L.G. D. " Valkyrie"
had been so shocked at the Vuny's gear stripping that
almost at the moment Phillips noticed the Vimy go
down he saw my front port engine bay long landing
wire snap off at the top and lie down over the port
engine. When I landed by Cox I found out what
had happened to the two Vimys. Cox had landed at
O with valve trouble, and Mahon had landed with
him. This is how I caught them up. Mahon only
waited for Cox to get his engines running again and
then pushed on, and got so far ahead that of course
he never saw him go down, after I had caught up and
passed Cox. This was why I saw only one Vimy in-
stead of two. As a matter of fact Phillips told me
afterwards that he had actually seen two tracks of dust
at O when we were about passing P. This must have
been the two Vimys taking off. I was sitting in front
with a much better view and never saw them. Between
H and G, just after I had entered the Basalt country,
"The Land of Conjecture," I sent a message asking for
a spare landing wire or failing this some cable, to be
ready at Ziza when I arrived.
When I left Cox, I was doubtful if I should ever
get through to D that day, as the whole northern sky
was infc, and even where we were heavy drops of rain
were beginning to hit the planes as the desert wind
moaned and howled through the wires* The southern
sky was bright, with the unnatural brightness of a
stormy day. But at any moment might not the storm
spread southwards and envelop the landscape with a
black pall? And if I were caught in the "Land of

